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Why weather and climate services for ski resorts?
Challenges for ski resorts

SHORTRUN

LONGRUN

Temperature, relative humidity –
snowmaking conditions
Snowfall – snowmaking &
grooming requirements

Decision support
Snow management
Snowmaking & grooming

Sunshine hours, precipitation,
temperature, wind – skiing demand
Wind – lift operations

Daily skiing operations
Planning of staff, deployment of goods
and warehousing (e.g. in restaurants)

Decrease in natural snowfall &
snowmaking potentials
Shorter ski seasons &
decrease in skiing demand

Strategic planning
Investment decisions, business
strategies

A Typology of Climate Services
Focused

Integrated

Generic

Customised

Maps & Apps:

Expert Analysis:

• Generic climate services
• For all users
• Freely or cheaply available

• Mono- or multidisciplinary climate
services
• Tailored to specific decision-making
situations
• Offered commercially

Sharing Practices:

Climate-inclusive Consulting:

• Mutual climate- and
climate policy services
• Among knowledgeable peers
• Freely or cheaply available

• Interdisciplinary management,
engineering, or policy services
including climate data
• Tailored to specific decision-making
situations
• Offered commercially
www.eu-macs.eu

IMPACT2C Atlas

https://www.atlas.impact2c.eu/

U-C-IAV:

User-based Climate change Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability mapping tool

http://www.iav-mapping.net/U-C-IAV/skiing/

WEDDA®:

Forecasting and monitoring system for (recreation) businesses
FORECASTING
10-day forecasts of weatherdependent company figures
updated daily

MONITORING
Monthly or seasonal statistics,
incl. weather-adjusted
performance indicators

RISK EVALUATION
Quantification of companyspecific weather and climate
risks
https://www.wedda.at/

Assessment of investment options
for an Austrian ski area in the light of CC
Small, family-oriented ski area
(eastern Alps, 860-1260m, 16ha, 2 drag & 1 double-chair lift)

Background

Pending investment decisions
(outdated parts of snowmaking & lift infrastructure)

High climate risk awareness of owners
(local authority)

Are investment options likely to pay off despite CC?
Needs

1. Optimizing snowmaking infrastructure
2. Extending lift infrastructure
3. Allowing for all-year-around usage (bike park)

2 reports & 2 workshops
1. Ski area’s importance for regional economy

Climate Service

2. Ski area’s risks towards CC
3. Opportunities & challenges of a bike park
4. Economic feasibility of investment options (incl. outcomes 1.-3.)

Assessment of investment options
for an Austrian ski area in the light of CC
SNOW SIMULATIONS
Fig.: Probability of skiing operations (snow depth min. 30 cm)

SIMULATION OF REVENUES
Fig.: Average loss of revenues per season due to shorter ski seasons

ASSESSMENT OF
INVESTMENT OPTIONS
Fig.: P&L for different investment options (incl. CC effects)
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PROSNOW®
Prediction system for snow management in ski areas
WHAT?
Prediction of snowpack
evolutions on slopes (from
days to several months)

PURPOSE?
Support decisions in snow
management (snowmaking, grooming, etc.)

AIM?
Reduce operating costs &
environmental impacts
https://www.prosnow.org/

PROSNOW®
Prediction system for snow management in ski areas
Local meteorological observation
data from …
Ski resort

Service providers

In-situ
observations
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Post-processed
indicators
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[2]
Downscaling of meteorological &
seasonal forecasts

Snowpack
predictions

Service
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predictions
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Use of in-situ data
from ski resorts
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METEOROLOGICAL
DOWNSCALING

PROSNOW
demonstrator

Downscaled
met predictions
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predictions
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SNOWPACK MODELLING

Other
services

[3]
Snowpack simulation with and
without snowmaking
[4]
Provision of post-processed
information to service providers in
ski resorts

Key Messages –

Conclusions from CS market research studies
Current use

Good practice examples, but no widespread use of CS
The use of weather services (forecasts) quite common
Customized services – high spatial resolution

User needs

Simple & compact – easily understandable
Improved weather and seasonal forecasts

Uptake

More emphasis on product development & design,
sales & marketing, consulting
Increased integration of climate information into
tools & services already in use
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